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Welcome to the 34th edition of 
Creative Life magazine, and the 
first of 2021! 

We have lots of hopes for this year, 
including the easing of lockdown 
measures and a return to some 
normality - all the while nurturing the 
knowledge we have gained during 
what has been a significantly difficult 
year for all of us.

This edition of Creative Life is bursting 
with inspirational stories from people 
across the country who have learned new 
skills, helped others and have made the best 
out of lockdown, despite all the odds.

It has been lovely to read about people’s creativity during 
lockdown, including Robert in Doncaster turning his passion for interior design into action 
and decorating his flat so beautifully! We also get to hear from Ray, whose artwork you 
have likely seen before in our 2021 calendar. Creativity and wellbeing go hand-in-hand, 
just as Rebekah and Lavinia’s interview, and the Creative Together team’s work show.

It would also be remiss of me not to say a big well done to all of our Service User Award 
winners and runners up too, not to mention our Achieve Q gold winners. Hearing about 
how Michael, Charlotte, and Christina have overcome challenges, finding huge amounts 
of inner-strength during such tough times is wonderful to hear - each and every award 
given was well deserved! 

I hope you enjoy reading this issue as much as I have, and if you have been inspired by 
anything you’ve read here, do get in touch with the marketing department - perhaps I 
will be reading about you in the next edition!

Anna Lunts

Our cover star, Michelle from Chimney Court in Reading has been 
bringing some joy along with Fred (above), on their regular walks 
with staff member, Matthew. They were awarded these wonderful 
rainbow umbrellas as part of our Winter Wellbeing Internal Grants 
Programme. Matthew said, “I have been taking service users out for 
walks in the local community during lockdown, to keep them active 
and to boost morale. The umbrellas are great as we can go out in all 
weather. They are very colourful and the service users like the design!”
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YOUR GOOD NEWS STORIES

Have you got an interesting story, some exciting news or a 
photo of something that you’re really proud of?

We want to hear about it!
We could share it on our website, social media, or include you in 

a feature in our next issue of Creatve Life! 
Keep up to date with our good news by following us @crtvspprt

Sue at the Zoo!
Spending time with animals can reduce 
stress, anxiety and depression, and 
encourage playfulness. Sue from Bryson 
Place in Worcestershire celebrated her 
birthday with a trip to the local safari park 
in between lockdowns. She enjoyed getting 
to know the parrots and lemurs, who made 
themselves very comfortable on her lap! 
Sue kindly offered to create a word search, 
including all the animals she saw at the zoo 
- turn to page 15 to give it a go! 

Joanne, Getting Organised
Everyone has different ways of organising their 
things - and when you live with other people, 
it can sometimes be difficult to find something 
when you need it! Joanne lives in a shared flat 
at Sandhurst Place in Bedford, and wanted to 
ensure that everyone she lives with is able to find 
things easily. So with the support of staff, she 
got creative and made some beautiful labels for 
the cupboard doors, including descriptions and 
drawings! 

Winter Wellbeing Smoothies
At Midway in Blackburn, residents have been 
testing out the smoothie making kit they received 
from our Winter Wellbeing Internal Grants! They 
took part in a wellbeing group and made banana 
and berry smoothies followed 
by a meditation session to 
promote self-care and a 
healthy lifestyle. Everyone 
is looking forward to trying 
out different smoothie 
recipes and flavours! 

Creative Football Recognition!
Also known as the ‘Social Inclusion Football League’, Creative Football has 
been shortlisted for the Kick It Out Promoting Inclusion Award at this 
year’s North West Football Awards. The group provides a range of support 
and its projects include Blokes United, Girls United, and the Social Inclusion 
Football League. 

Arran, Northern Grassroots Officer for Kick it Out said in his nomination for 
the team: “I was so taken aback by the amazing work that goes into the 
league, I felt we needed to show recognition to you all”.  

Owing to current restrictions, the Social Inclusion League isn’t running 
at the moment, but Creative Football are continuing to hold one to one 
sessions during the week. Get in touch by calling 01254 661501, sending a 
message via social media or emailing paul.hardman@creativesupport.co.uk 
if you’d like to give it a try! 

Volunteer, Ahmed
Ahmed, from Manchester, was a runner up 
in our the Service User Awards after making 
steps to improve his day to day life, having 
felt quite isolated. He inquired locally, and is 
now a proud volunteer at the British Heart 
Foundation shop! Volunteering has helped 
Ahmed positively structure his week, whilst 
building his skills and confidence. He’s 
really looking forward to going back after 
lockdown! Read more about our Service 
User Awards on page 16!
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Nigel  painting

anthony   photography

Anthony, a Creative Support service user for almost a year, 
is a keen photographer and has been taking pictures of 
Manchester and much more for over three decades! He spoke 
to us about where he gets his inspiration from, how he got 
into photography, and what he’s looking forward to in 2021.

“I have been creating photographs for over 30 years. I became 
interested in image making after seeing the record sleeve 

designers, ‘Hipgnosis’, pictures. They used photography in a 
surreal way for band album covers for bands like Pink Floyd, Led 

Zepplin, Peter Gabriel, etc. I was interested in how the camera could 
be used to create surreal images in a similar way to painting.

Most of my photographs are collages and are created from my imagination, but sometimes I 
have created pictures in a more unprocessed style, such as these Manchester images. I still like to 
show drama and atmosphere in these subjects, so I look for dramatic skies and moody lighting.

Being a sensitive person, I feel the colours, textures, and forms emotionally, and try to express 
these feelings in my pictures. The subjects I most enjoy photographing are dreams, ideas, and 
imagination. Modern/contemporary art is my main inspiration now.

To attempt to stay in the present moment, and if the 
creative urge arises from that place of presence, I will 
respond by doing the best I can. Recently in lockdown 
I’ve been photographing my hands in sculptural ways, 
using lighting to make them appear dramatic, symbolic, 
and iconic.

I would say to anyone reading this, if you are being 
creative at this time you are courageous. Keep following 
that inner light of inspiration whenever you can.

I’m looking forward to
warmer weather and
sunlight in Spring.”

Free Trade Hall

Northern Quarter

Beetham Tower

“Painting is something I picked up when I came to Regency Court in Bromley, I am very 
pleased that I am able to paint despite having Parkinson’s.

After I started painting I thought it would be nice to paint a picture of my mum to remember 
her by. My mum was Danish and she moved over to the UK in the 1950’s. The painting was 
copied from the last photo taken of her, which was at my 
nephew’s wedding reception in 2005. I have showed a lot 
of people the painting and it’s brought back some happy 
memories.

I enjoy painting portraits of my family the most using water 
colours, but I also like finding inspiration in magazines. I 
draw interesting scenes and architecture that I find in them. 
The painting I am most proud of is the painting I did of St 
Nicolas, which I’ve put in a frame.

Painting brings me joy and I’m very happy with what I’ve 
done. I used to paint in the art class every week before 
COVID-19 and I enjoyed it because it was social.

If you are thinking of having a go at painting, my advice 
would be just to go for it! See what you can do and I’m sure 
someone can come and help if you need it. Good luck!”

Nigel Brett, from Bromley, has a new found love for painting. He shares his creative 
inspirations and discusses how he uses art to positively impact his emotions and wellbeing.

get creative!
Getting creative is a great way to relieve stress and promote positive 
wellbeing. From painting, to photography, to pottery - we love to see 
so many of our service users develop or nurture their creativity as a 

result of spending more time at home.
We spoke to four of our talented service users, who have kindly shared 

their creative journey and inspirations!

This year, we are launching a Creativity Competition!  To enter, 
send your creations to be.involved@creativesupport.co.uk along 

with your name and service! Each month, we will select a Creative 
Champion! Read more about the competition on page 23.

Creative
Champion

6
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ray      drawing

How did you get into creating art?
I was born with it! I started when I was four and liked to draw boats. I like to think I get better 
every day. Recently I won some competitions, including the Creative Support Christmas Card 
and Calendar Competition (I’m September!) I hope to win some more soon!

Who or what inspires you to do artwork?
I like to look at prints and copy them, I really like Russian buildings because of their shapes and 
colours. I would like to go to Russia one day! I’ve read lots of books about Russia and have done 
some of my own writing about it too.

I also love Bob Ross and have done some of his tutorials. 
I like to use a mix of paints and biros,  I really like the 
colours and doing the shading on them.

What do you like about drawing and painting?
When I do it, I feel like I’m in another world, a fantasy 
world. It also gets easier for me the more I do. The only 
trouble is that at night time I like to watch horror movies 
and people ask “do your paintings not scare you because 
they all have eyes watching you!” I think they comfort me 
and make me feel safe.

I was in hospital not long ago with coronavirus, and I kept 
painting when I was there on small canvasses because I 
usually work on bigger ones. I am feeling much better now.

Have you been painting and drawing during lockdown?
Since the virus started I’ve been frustrated - I’ve been 
drawing to pass the time. I also have diabetes so I can’t 
have any sweets or coke anymore, but it means I can 
spend more on art things instead!

What are you looking forward to in 2021?
I’m hoping to start doing art classes and find a portrait 
tutor so I can start doing that soon. I’m also looking 
forward to art galleries opening again.

If you would like to see our Creative Competition poster or leaflet, then 
get in touch! Contact be.involved@creativesupport.co.uk

Salford Quays After Dar
k

How did you discover your passion for art and creativity?
I have always had a love for art - growing up I was told I wasn’t good at it, which was difficult. 
But then I joined Venture Arts and they have helped me gain confidence as an artist. We need 
to learn to accept art however it appears, I believe every person can be creative if they are 
encouraged and supported to bring it out.

What art projects are you currently working on at the moment?
I am working on a ceramics fish project with Venture Arts, I have had pet tropical fish for years 
so I have been trying to make different species. Due to lockdown, the classes 
are done on Zoom. I recently made an Albino 
Axolotyl (Mexican walking fish) it still needs 
drying, painting, varnishing and then firing in the 
kiln at the studio. 

Tell us about your self portrait?
I edited this photo of myself by merging my 
proloquo2go AAC app with myself. I think it shows 
my non-verbal side in a positive way. I am not 
really a fan of photos of myself but I like this one 
as I was happy at the time and away in my own 
thoughts.

Do you find art helps you deal with difficult times?
Art has helped me cope with with things which 
made me very anxious and upset. Art keeps me going, it is both a distraction and a therapy. It 
keeps me calm. I work once a week with a very cool PhD student to help her understand why 
artists with a learning disability are ignored in the mainstream art world. Through this project, I 

have been able to work with the Wellcome gallery in London and the Scottish 
Sculpture Workshop.

What would you like to try next? What are your 
artistic ambitions?
I want to have my work in exhibitions, I do have one 
coming up online and it will be my first ever exhibition. 
I want to self publish and make a photography book of 
nature in Manchester. I want to get more well known 
as an artist and sell my work to raise money for charity. 
I want to volunteer with children with learning disability 
and/or autism helping them develop creativity.

‘Neurodiversity is Beautiful’
Showing the spectrum of autism
through colour using oil pastels.

Ray at Thistley Lodge in Essex has been drawing and 
painting for over 58 years. His bungalow is decorated with 
his beautiful paintings and he rotates them so they all get 

a chance to shine! He spoke to us about his inspirations, 
what he’s been painting recently, and what he’s looking 

forward to doing once lockdown is over.

emlyn        mixed media
Emlyn, from Manchester spoke to us about his passion for 
art in all its forms. He especially enjoys photography on 

his DSLR camera. Everything from colours and textures, to 
animals and nature inspire his creations, and as a member 
of the transgender community, he has found that creating 

art has helped him to discover and express his true self.

8
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Would you like to appear in this feature?
Email marketing@creativesupport.co.uk and tell us about a day in your life!

DEVELOPING SKILLS
There’s no doubt 2020 made us adapt our day 
to day lives in so many different ways. Despite 

everything, we have seen a great deal of positive 
stories about service users developing new or 
existing skills. From cooking and cleaning, to 

crafting or making music - every skill nurtured is 
something to celebrate and be proud of!

Recycling is really important and helps in the fight 
against climate change! By recycling, we help the 
planet by using things again rather than sending 

them into landfill sites where they can take 
hundreds of years to decompose. 

Crystal Peasy in London knows just how important 
recycling is, and was recently crowned ‘Recycling 

Champion’ by the team at Sue Starkey House!

RECYCLING CHAMPION, CRYSTAL!

How did you become the Recycling Champion?
Before lockdown I had a very busy activity programme doing the things I love. Unfortunately 
when lockdown was put into place I had to stop attending my activities and isolate in my flat. 
With the change in routine I started to feel bored and lonely, especially on the days when I had 
no staff support. One day I was feeling very lonely, so Emma, the manager of Sue Starkey House 
asked me if I wanted to help with some recycling. I feel really passionate about recycling, so of 
course I said yes! 

After helping Emma for a few days, she asked if I would like to be the Recycling Champion for 
Sue Starkey House. I was over the moon! Now I visit the office every 
day between 12:00 - 13:00 when my carers leave for their break.
My family, friends, and care manager have all told me they are 
very happy that I have my new job.

What does being the recycling champion entail?
I help recycle all the paper rubbish in Sue Starkey House 
office at least five days a week, sometimes on the 
weekends too. At home I also recycle other materials 
like plastic and tin.

What is your top tip for recycling?
Always clean plastic packaging and tins and put them in 
a recycling bin bag to make sure they get recycled. If you 
put them in a black bin bag they won’t be recycled!

“My new 
job as a recycling 

champion has given 
me purpose again, and 

helped me with my 
confidence and 
self-esteem.”
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Mario Marinaro, from Coventry Road in Bedford has been working 
at Morrison’s throughout the pandemic, and does it with a smile 
on his face everyday! Everyone at the project is very proud of 
Mario for keeping safe and helping others as a frontline worker.
“I always ensure that customers are wearing their masks and 

that trollies and baskets are cleaned, and that customers are 
keeping 2m apart. I enjoy working at Morrison’s!” - Mario

mario working on the front line

We spoke to David Adams from Birmingham, who has been volunteering at his local Red 
Cross charity shop for six years! He talked about his roles and responsibilities, the people 
he works alongside and the skills he has developed during his time volunteering.

“My name is David Adams, I am 29-years-old and I have a learning disability called 
Aspergers. I’ve learned lots of new things working at the British Red Cross which I’ve taken 
home with me. Alongside working on the shop floor, I help with steaming the clothes, which 
is like ironing but vertical instead of horizontal! I have even had the chance to work on the till, 
which is challenging but rewarding at the same time. I have enjoyed my time here as I get to 
meet and interact with different people. I have two managers - Alex and Georgia. They have 
guided me and like to chat to me about my life in Creative Support. 

I feel like my volunteer work is one of my proudest achievements, I am also proud of going to 
college, becoming a college ambassador and helping people there, 
and studying Business Admin Level 3. I will finish this course in July 
so will be going to university to study it more soon. It’s been very 
challenging but it’s worth it in the end.

I would highly recommend volunteering. You don’t know 
the true meaning of the word satisfaction until you’ve given 
volunteering a go. It’s not just about what you do, but what 
you’re doing for others. You get a sense of pride knowing 
that you’ve made a difference to someone’s life, and at 
the Red Cross you help soldiers, nurses, and doctors who 
are out there putting their lives on the line for everyone. By 
volunteering you’re helping to make a difference, I also really 
enjoy doing it as well! I can’t wait to go back after lockdown.”

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF...DAVID!
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In lockdown last year, 26-year-old Robert Price from 
Grove Court in Doncaster got into interior design and 
decorating and has completely changed his flat around to 
fit his personality. Robert has has lived at Grove Court for 
almost five years! We spoke with him to find out more about 
his design inspiration and what his plans are for the future.

What inspired you to get into decorating and interior design?
I’m quite big on social media, like Instagram and Facebook, and I’ve built up quite a big following 
on Instagram. I get quite a lot of inspiration from things that people post on Instagram. Interior 
design also incorporates other things that I like, like fashion and other inspirational pictures, and 
I’ve taken them and gone further in that direction. 

What is it about decorating that you like?
I like designing and putting things together in my head. I imagine something like a picture or a 
plan and then I always follow it. A big thing for me is the theme and that the colours flow nicely. 
I like one big bold colour at the end and have a colour splash as well. You should always be wary 
of your colour splashes, remember less is more! It’s much easier to take bits out at the end.

How did you come to make the decision to change your apartment and how has it made you 
feel since you decorated?
I’ve always been a bit of a perfectionist! I used to go on Rightmove a lot and look at my dream 
house, and when my Mum and Dad were looking at buying a new house when I was younger, I 
remember running around the show houses!

I’ve moved to several flats over the years, and my first flat was nice, but I’ve taken more effort 
and put more time into this one. I would still like to do more but I’m a bit limited in rented 
accommodation. Ever since I was young, I’ve always had an interest in houses and interiors. My 
sister’s interior is so nice with Laura Ashley curtains and a big island in the kitchen! 

IN STYLE
Interior Design with Robert

“I recently took part in a Creative Story Telling course run by People Matters, and although I 
couldn’t finish it because of the pandemic, it gave me the chance to get back in touch with my 
creative side.

I find a freedom in creative writing that I could never find in academic writing.  Writing creatively 
means you can be bold enough to say what you think without fear of failing to credit someone 
who said it before you.  You can write in the language and form that best fits what you are trying 
to say and who you are trying to say it to instead of having to conform to rigid conventions.  You 
can choose to tell your own story or escape and tell a completely different one.

On the course I wrote stories about dragons and about shoes, but I’m currently trying to take 
parts of my life story and turn them into poems as a way to explore my experiences of living 
with blindness and autism.  Look out for one of my poems in the up-coming Creative Support 
anthology!

If you want to try creative writing, go for it! Write it even if it sounds a bit daft because you can 
always edit. My course tutor always advised that we should try to “Show not tell”.  This means 
using words to paint a picture of what you want the reader to know. 

“I stood in front of the water fall” might become something like “The thundering cataract dwarfed 
me as I stood, transfixed by the dancing sunlight on its bubbling, swirling surface.”  

Maybe you’re standing there, or someone else. Why? Where is the waterfall? How did the person 
get there? What happens next? Anyone can try to write the story, and you can’t get it wrong! 
Have fun!”

LEXI TELLS HER STORY
Lexi Hibberd, from Brandling Court in Yorkshire began 

writing poetry as a way to express herself and her 
life with disability. She hopes that by talking about 
her story, it might enable others to understand her 
better. Finding writing a form of therapy, especiallly 
during difficult times, Lexi would like to encourage 
everyone to give writing a try themselves and has 

given us some top tips for getting started! 

Follow us on social media to keep up to date with the 
Creative Support community! @crtvspprt

We launched our first Creative Writing competition last year here, with the aim to produce 
an Anthology full of poetry, short stories, rhymes and letters by Creative Support 
staff and service users. We’re delighted to let you know that we have now 
published the book, and you can purchase either a digital or paper copy with 
all proceeds going towards added value initiatives for Creative Support 
service users accross the country.

You can purchase our Creative Writing Anthology here:
https://chuffed.org/project/creative-writing-anthology

1312 Have you developed a new or existing skill recently?
Let us know by emailing marketing@creativesupport.co.uk
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Guess The Stars!
Here’s a pop-tastic quiz compiled by Sarah, a 
resident at Bryson Place in Worcestershire

1. Who was in Neighbours then began his singing 
career with ‘Any Dream Will Do’?

2. Which Liverpudlian had a hit with ‘Anyone Who Had 
A Heart’ and ‘Alfie’?

3. Which pop act had a single called ‘Waterloo’ and a musical based on their 
songs called ‘Mamma Mia’?

4. Who had a hit with ‘Living Doll’ and ‘Summer Holiday’?
5. Which pop group had a hit with ‘5,6,7,8’ and ‘Chain Reaction’?
6. Which group had a hit called ‘Daddy Cool’ and ’Mary’s Boy Child / Oh My Lord’?
7. Which pop star and Neighbours star had hits called ‘I Should Be So Lucky’ and 

‘The Loco-Motion’?
8. Which band had hits called ‘We Will Rock You’ and ‘We Are The Champions’?

E P Q Z O R I C Y Z
A L O J U K H T O D
L H E M Z E R V J N
U I E P E P G S M O
D L O T H P K V E I
P C A N T A U G E L
O H D P K L N L R A
E F F A R I G T K E
L O R I K E E T A S
T I G E R A L S T V

This issue’s wordsearch 
was created by Susan from 
Bromsgrove. It’s animal theme 
is inspired by a trip to West 
Midland Safari Park where Susan 
celebrated her 50th birthday!

Below are some of the animals 
Susan met. Can you find their 
names hidden in the puzzle?

CHEETAH
LEMUR
MEERKAT
ELEPHANT
LION
SEA LION
GIRAFFE
LORIKEET
TIGER

Safari Wordsearch

Find out the answers at the bottom of page 15!

KEEPING ACTIVE

1514
What kinds of things do you do to keep active?

Email marketing@creativesupport.co.uk to let us know!

 “It meant so much to me to have the sessions during the easing of 
the first lockdown. I can easily get overloaded mentally, so cycling 

filled me with hope for when things will be better and we can be 
together and enjoy things. When I cycle, I feel more peaceful 
mentally and it helps build up strength with my fibromyalgia. 
The social side means a lot too, as I love sharing laughs while 
we overcome our individual challenges like the big hills! I can’t 

wait till we can get together again and can share these great 
experiences with each other.” - Nikk

In partnership with My Journey Wokingham, members of our community group, the Rosebuddies 
were able to get out on their bikes last year in between lockdowns. The ‘Woky Wheels’ instructor, 
Gary is also the local borough’s Dr Bike! He teaches members how to gain confidence in cycling. 

The sessions are free to attend, and there are options for all abilities. Most participants start 
on tricycles, working their way to the adult balance bikes, then once they feel more confident, 
they can progress onto a pedal bike. For many of the Rosebuddies team, Woky Wheels is a great 
opportunitiy to get out and try a new form of excercise, that they might not have the equipment 
for at home. All the while spending time with good friends in their beautiful, local greenspace!

here’s what some of the rosebuddies had to say...
“The sessions gave me an opportunity to take part in my first adult bike 
ride. I learned to ride a bike again!” - Lorna

“It was good to see friends that I haven’t seen in ages and learn how to 
ride a bike with great balance. I didn’t want the sessions to end! I’d be 
lost without the Rosebuddies.” - Dean

“I really enjoy riding the tricycles down the big hills!” - Robyn
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0161 236 0829

serviceuser.awards@creativesupport.@

Recognising our Service Users Achievements

If you would like more information about 
the Service User Awards, or you would like 
to request or submit a nomination form 
please contact the marketing team at Head 

Quiz Answers!
1. Jason Donovan

2. Cilla Black
3. ABBA

4. Cliff Richard
5. Steps

6. Boney M
7. Kylie Minogue

8. Queen 17

Health
Service users who have made an effort to 
develop or maintain healthy habits.
Activities
Individuals who have tried new activities to 
develop positive wellbeing within their lives.

Helping Others
Those who have actively helped and shown 
kindness to others.
Coronavirus Award
For taking a positive approach despite the 
challenges faced during the pandemic.

service user awards

Michael, from Leicester, was a Runner Up prize winner and 
says the recognition made him very happy! Michael’s sister 
experienced a life changing injury last year meaning she needed 
an electric wheelchair - when he realised how expensive it was, 
he arranged a sponsored walk to raise funds to help her pay 
for it. Despite never having done anything like this before, he 
completed 10 laps of his local playing fields, raising over £800! 

Michael said “Fundraising is a good thing to do. If you have the 
opportunity to fundraise you should do it, it makes you feel good.” 

Christina received the Coronavirus Positive Action Award 
for doing extremely well in overcoming the challenges of 
Coronavirus while keeping positive. Before the pandemic, 
Christina would visit her mum at her care home regularly, 
but due to the Coronavirus rules, she wasn’t able to see her. 
Sadly, Christina’s mum recently passed away and she hadn’t 

been able to see her for a long time before then. This has been 
really difficult for Christina as she misses her mum very much, 

but despite everything she has kept a really positive spirit by 
engaging in exercise every morning, going for an afternoon walk to 

the park, and continuing to work with staff throughout this time.

Christina has really inspired everyone around her with how she’s coped with the loss of her mum, 
especially as she hasn’t been able to see her other family members during this difficult time. In 
the face of everything that’s happened recently, Christina continues to sing, dance and attend 
online activities - all with a smile.

“I am so happy - I am proud of myself and I will wear my badge when I’m going 
for my walk and show it to all my friends and on my online activities.” - Christina

christina’s positive spirit

Our Service User Awards recognise the incredible achievements of Creative Support service users 
and tenants across the country. Since we relaunched the Awards in September 2020, we have 

received over 70 nominations and heard how you have overcome the challenges of Coronavirus, 
stayed positive, and supported your friends and co-tenants during this challenging time. 

Although the Coronavirus restrictions mean that many of you haven’t been able to attend your 
usual activities, you have found new ways to be creative, develop new skills, and keep active! 

Runner Up, Charlotte from Rugby has been keeping active 
throughout the pandemic. As well as helping staff create a 
pandemic-friendly activity plan for all service users to take 
part in, she has been taking care of the gardens, learnt sign 
language, attended lots of Zoom sessions, and has also 
taken up baking!

Charlotte found the Coronavirus restrictions very boring, and 
she thought others must feel the same too - so independently, 

she discovered the Creative Support Winter Wellbeing Grant and 
submitted a written proposal with the support of staff. Not only this - 

Charlotte won the grant, meaning the service was awarded funds to buy games and activities 
to help keep everyone occupied during this difficult time. 

Charlotte said: “Thank you so much to Sam and Abi for my nomination. It has come as a big 
surprise as I was never expecting to get nominated! I enjoy taking part in the online Zoom 
sessions and helping the community where I live to be independent and sociable.”

MICHAEL GOES THE EXTRA MILE

CHARLOTTE’S COMMUNITY FOCUS

Hosting a judging panel is a great way to get involved and hear the inspirational stories of service 
users from different Creative Support services across the country. Each month, a panel of service 

users carefully consider each nomination and select the winners based on the criteria below:

host a service user awards judging panel!

To say thank you for being involved, the service hosting the judging panel receives...

• A small budget for refreshments to 
enjoy while they judge the awards 

• A feature in our Service User Awards 
Newsletter 

• A Be Involved badge for each Service 
User who has been a judge

mailto:serviceuser.awards%40creativesupport.co.uk?subject=
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Hello everyone! I hope you are all keeping safe and well 
during these trying times. My name is Rebekah, I am 
29-years-old and have Borderline Personality Disorder 
with anxiety and depression. I’ve been a service user 
of Creative Support Yardley for about two years now, 
and have found the staff and activities very helpful to 

my mental health and general wellbeing. Please enjoy 
this interview I conducted with Lavinia (photo below), my 

Recovery Navigator from the Yardley Hub, Birmingham. 

Can you explain to me what wellbeing means to you?
To me, wellbeing means you have to look at things holistically, ensuring that you are feeling well 
within yourself, physically, mentally, and emotionally, and to make sure you are enjoying life.

Can you tell me about the wellbeing checks on service users. why you think this is important?
We started doing wellbeing checks during the first initial lockdown because everything was so 
sudden, and of course, our service was closed. Some service users were relying on foodbanks 
and some were struggling to get their medications, so we just wanted to make sure everything 
was okay and be that shoulder to lean on. 

If you could give any advice on wellbeing and support, what would it be?If you could give any advice on wellbeing and support, what would it be?
I think the first thing is reaching out. There is so much support out there and it can be a really 
scary, big step to take, but there is always someone out there to listen and help. If they cannot 
help, they will always signpost you to someone who can. Be kind with yourselves and continue to 
engage in your coping strategies.

Can you tell me about different activities and meetings the hub provides. Can you tell me about different activities and meetings the hub provides. 
As a hub, we offer structured courses like ‘mental health’, which equips service users with 
knowledge and tools so that they can manage their own mental health, anxiety, encouraging 
positive thinking. We also have more therapeutic activities such as relaxation, creative writing 
and social sessions as well. 

Have the number of people taking part in these activities and workshops increased during Have the number of people taking part in these activities and workshops increased during 
lockdown, and if so why do you think that is?lockdown, and if so why do you think that is?
Because of the lockdown we have been offering a lot more virtual sessions and I think that has 
removed a very big barrier in regards to the individuals who are anxious in 
engaging with us. Coming into a place they have not been to before, and 
being face-to-face in front of a group of people that they don’t really know 
can be intimidating. But when we are delivering over Skype, it allows 
them to do this from their homes where they feel safe and comfortable.

Will the hub be open during this time, for extra support if needed?Will the hub be open during this time, for extra support if needed?
We are hoping to have a few new sessions that we have not done before 
throughout the year. Hopefully, with new precautions in place, we are 
hoping to implement more face-to-face groups as well. 

Yardley Hub wellbeing

Turn to the back cover of this magazine to see Rebekah 
and Lavinia’s top wellbeing resources18

want to find out more?
Visit the Creative Together page of our website:

www.creativesupport.co.uk
or email creative.together@creativesupport.co.uk for more information 

on the sessions and to request a timetable. 

Since the launch of Creative Together zoom 
sessions, we have had over 140 people 

sign up, and 25 (and counting!) different 
sessions. Thanks to Zoom, we have seen 

new friendships form between service users 
who, ordinarily wouldn’t have crossed paths! 

keeping connected!

Adele from Langley Road 
in Manchester took part 
in the ‘Introductory Art 
Workshop’ in January. Here 
she is, proudly showing off 
her creation! She said the 
session was 
“Absolutely 
Fantastic!”

To help us stay connected, our Creative Together team are running a timetable of online 
activities and events for Creative Support service users. The weekly sessions are held 

every Wednesday afternoon at 2pm, and vary from art and craft sessions, to cook-alongs, 
quizzes and more! There are also fun-filled, feel good evening events where we get together 
virtually for open mic nights, discos and other special events! Each session is free to attend!

Adele getting arty

thomas’ perfect pancakes
In preparation for Shrove 

Tuesday, the team 
hosted a ‘Perfecting 
Pancakes’ session 
and Thomas from the 
Rosebuddies showed 

everyone how it’s done!
We have created a 
‘How To Use Zoom’ 

guide, which you can 
find on our website!

“Our Zoom activities and events are a brilliant way for us all to get together 
and try out lots of different activities and events from the comfort of our own 
homes. Using Zoom opens up so many possibilities for fun things we can do 
together! If you’ve not joined a session on Zoom yet I’d definitely encourage 
you to come along and try it out – my personal favourite is the Creative 

Support Disco!”  - Sam, Creative Together Co-ordinator
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Going for Gold

Aspirational Compassionate Hardworking Inclusive Effective Value-based Empowering
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Since we started running Achieve Q, we have presented over 450 awards with no sign of slowing! 
We couldn’t be prouder of everyone who has been nominated so far, for their hard work and 
determination to support others.
Achieve Q rewards outstanding outcomes, positive external inspections, the 
planning of a successful event, or ongoing determination facing COVID-19. 
We have also added a ‘Dignity in Care’ Award for staff who provide the most 
compassionate and dignified end of life care. 
Anyone can get involved to ensure our staff are recognised for their 
incredible efforts, including other members of staff, managers, or service 
users and their families. 

Shaun’s weight loss journey
Over the past year, Shaun in Newbury has been on a 
weight loss journey! At the beginning of March 2020 

Shaun weighed around 38 stone, and had been trying 
to lose weight in order to be healthier for some time 

beforehand. During lockdown, Shaun made some 
changes to his lifestyle and has now lost an incredible 
12-and-a-half stone in just over a year! We spoke to 

Shaun about his journey and how he feels because of it! 

Can you tell me a little bit about yourself?
My name is Shaun and I’m 45-years-old. I do quite a few activities during the week and am 
looking forward to attending my community groups when they open again. On Tuesdays I 
go and visit my mum who is disabled, so I go around and make sure she’s okay! I also go 
out with carers all day, and go on walks with them on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and from this 
week, Fridays as well. Sometimes I go out with my support worker Jason and go on long walks, 
sometimes up to five miles a day! I also like to go to the gym, and am currently moving from my 
old one to a new one.

Can you tell me what started your weight loss journey and why?
Being quite honest, I used to do a lot of naughty things like smoke and eat rubbish foods. I 
noticed I was getting breathless and I also used to have ulcerated legs and trouble walking. 
I wanted to be healthier so I cut down on smoking and only have the occasional one now. I 
also started watching what I’ve been eating and cut out all the rubbish food and cut down on 
drinking. I used to have chips almost every day, and now I only have oven chips once a week. I 
don’t like salads but like vegetables so I have vegetables with every meal now.

I love going to the gym and feel much better for going. I used to deal 
with stress through food and now I take out my stress in the gym 
instead. I must admit I feel much better in myself since starting to 
be healthier and am hoping that I can go back to the gym when it 
reopens. 

What did you do as part of your weight loss journey?
I used to go to my mums and have dinner but haven’t been able to 
because of the pandemic. Now, the people at my service prepare all
my dinners which have lots of veg with them. When I go over to my 
mums now I take a packed lunch with me.

I also used to get the bus to my local town which is around a mile away. Now I walk there and 
back. I also walk to Tesco in town and carry all the shopping back too. There’s a lift up to my 
flat as I live on the third floor, but I no longer use it and always walk up the stairs now. I enjoy 
walking and go in the garden and outside and am doing more walking than ever before. 

I’m happy maintaining my weight as it is and don’t want to lose anymore. My next step is to tone 
up, keep my belly off, and build up my arms. When I go to the gym I like using the dumbbells 
and the kettle bells. My dad got me bullworker which has two bits of rope on each side. You 
crunch it together and it builds up strength on your arms and lose weight around the middle.

The latest winners of the Achieve Q Gold Awards are the brilliant Joy Heyes and Paula Williams, 
support workers at Doncaster Mental Health Floating Support Service. Together they supported 
Roy and Christine, two married service users who lived apart, to help them find funding and 
resources so that they could live together again!

Joy and Paula helped Roy and Christine find their way through the benefits 
system when both Roy and Christine’s homes became unaffordable. 
The married couple also explained that they used to love having their 
grandchildren over to visit them, but due to financial difficulties it 
seemed off the table for now. Joy and Paula helped the married 
couple to get food vouchers and parcels so that they could invite their 

grandchildren to come and visit again which “really lifted spirits”. They 
also helped Roy to get a mobility car which he said is “fantastic!”

They also supported Roy and Christine to register with a housing 
association and helped them with their application so that they were 
successful and were offered new places to live - even during the 
pandemic! They also put in applications for the couple so that they 
could get additional PIP, Attendance Allowance, and more, so that 
Roy and Christine could be even better supported. They also applied 
for funds from Doncaster Macmillan and an award has now been 
granted for Christine to get new clothes. 

Roy and Christine said “The future is looking bright and we are looking 
forward to making a new home. This is down to the great support we have 
both received, thank you Joy and Paula!”

Recognising Our Exceptional Staff

Nominations for the Achieve Q Awards are still open, and we’ll be recognising exceptional 
staff once a month. If you believe that a member of staff, or team deserve credit for their 

hard work, then nominate them today! You can download the form on our website, or 
contact achieve.q@creativesupport.co.uk for more information. 

B E F O R E
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covid-19, what’s new?

Want to share your COVID-19 vaccine story with us?
Contact marketing@creativesupport.co.uk to tell us about it!

At the beginning of the year, the Government approved COVID-19 vaccines and started to vaccinate 
people in the top priority groups across the UK. Since then, over half the UK has received their first 
dose of the vaccine. Remember, if you are invited to have your vaccine, please go! It will protect 

you, your loved ones and your community. If you have any worries or questions about getting the 
vaccine, speak to a professional or someone at your service who can give you more information.
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be involved in 2021

We want to support every person to feel able to express themselves freely and to encourage others 
to do the same. We also aim to bust some myths and gain knowledge along the way, creating a 

deeper understanding of the diversity of people within our Creative Support community.

Our ‘Be Involved’ guide this year is all about our 2021 
theme, Celebrating Diversity. When we talk about 

Celebrating Diversity, we mean it in all senses of the 
word - we want to start conversations about what 
makes us, us! Each month we will be focusing on a 

different theme around representation and inclusion.
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Our brand new Creative Competition celebrates creativity in all its forms! 
We would like you to send us your paintings, drawings, models, crotchet, 
embroidery, photography, creative writing, performances, or whatever other 
creative endeavours you enjoy, and each month we will select a ‘Creative 
Champion’ who will win a £10 Love2shop voucher and the chance to share 
their creativity, in the hope to inspire others! Simply send us a copy, video or 
photo of your creations to be.involved@creativesupport.co.uk you can also 
contact this email to request a leaflet with hints and tips for inspiration!

Would you like a copy of the Be Involved Guide?
Contact be.involved@creativesupport.co.uk for one!

You can also check out Lyndsey Downes, Service Director and Vaccination Lead 
for Creative Support, mythbusting blog posts that include wonderful vaccination 
stories from staff and service users across England. She includes honest, fact-
checked information. You can find her blogs on the Creative Support website 
under News > COVID-19 Vaccine Positive Impact.

The Government revealed its ‘roadmap out of lockdown’ which has four steps with at least five 
weeks between each. Some lockdown rules will be eased at each step as long as vaccinations are 
still going smoothly, infection rates stay down, and there is no rise in COVID-19 hospitalisations.

MARCH

8

APRIL

12

MAY

17

JUNE
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The first step was on the 8th 
March and allowed children 
to go back to school. The 
second step is from the 
12th April and this is when 
non-essential retail such as 
hairdressers and libraries 
reopen. Outdoor attractions 
such as zoos will also open 
then. The third step is from 
the 17th May and is when 
indoor hospitality will reopen 
like cinemas. Most outdoor 
restrictions will be lifted then 
too, and more people will be 
allowed to attend weddings 
and funerals. Other life 
events such as Bar Mitzvahs 
and christenings will also be 
allowed to go ahead in step 
three. Step four is from the 
21st June and it is hoped that 
by this point all social contact 
limits will be removed, and 
large scale events will be 
allowed to open up again.

dates for
your diary:

Amy and Owen in Doncaster 
had their vaccines recently 
and can’t wait to get back to 
seeing everyone in person!
Dean from the Rosebuddies 
also had his and said “I had 
a sore arm for a few days but 
otherwise no serious reactions 
from it. It was a great 
experience and I felt safe.”
Some of the staff at Bedford 
Supported Living went 
together to get their vaccine 
too - Manager, Becky said “it 
didn’t hurt apart from having 
a sore bit on the vaccination 
site, but there were no other 
side effects!”

The news about the vaccination rollout and 
meeting targets along the ‘roadmap out of 
lockdown’ has given people some much needed 
hope. We are proud that so many of our staff 
and service users have had their first and second 
doses, and here are some of their vaccination 
stories...do let us know if you’ve had yours!

Mustafa Hussain from Sunnybank in Burnley entered our Creative 
Writing Competition and his poem was selected to be in our 
Anthology! He said “I enjoyed taking part because it keeps me well with 
my mental health. I wanted to cheer up and inspire all staff and service 
users during the lockdown.”. Get in touch if you would like to get 
involved in our Creative Support initiatives and competitions!

April May June

You can use the Be Involved guide to inspire what you get up to! It includes memorable dates and 
details of the theme we will be focusing on each month. Here’s whats coming up...

We are celebrating Autism 
and Neurodiversity in April, 

& will be sharing facts, 
resources and stories from 

staff and service users.

We will be talking about 
Mental Health wth the 

people we support in May 
as part of our ongoing Mind 

Matters campaign!

In June we are sharing 
stories of opportunities and 
challenges that people with 

learning disabilities face.

Contact marketing@creativesupport.co.uk if you would like to share your story!
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Creative Support Head Office, Wellington House,
131 Wellington Road South, Stockport, SK1 3TS

Contact Us

Rebekah and Lavinia’s Top 3 Wellbeing Resources:
Shout
Text ‘shout’ to 85258. Shout is a crisis text line, and a very good option for those individuals who are anxious about 
speaking on the phone.

Samaritans
Call 116 123. Samaritans is a free 24/7 listening service.

Papyrus Hopeline
Call 0800 068 4141. This service is for people in crisis under the age of 35.

@crtvspprt

0161 236 0829

marketing@creativesupport.co.uk

www.creativesupport.co.uk

Creative Support Limited is a Registered Society under the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies Act 2014 and an exempt charity (Register Number 27440R).


